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Market Sentiment and Paradigm Shifts in Equity Premium
Forecasting

Abstract

The equity premium forecasting literature has extensively examined the predictability
of fundamental economic variables and non-fundamental variables, such as time-series
momentum. In this paper, we find that the predictability of fundamental economic
variables is significant (insignificant) during low (high) market sentiment periods. In
contrast, the predictability of non-traditional variables is significant (insignificant) dur-
ing high (low) market sentiment periods. Our findings suggest that the economic vari-
ables do have strong predicting power as long as the market sentiment is not too high
to distort the fundamental link between economic variables and equity premium too
much. As about 80% (20%) times can be classified as low (high) sentiment periods in
our framework, our results indicate that economic variables could be a more prevalent
force than non-fundamental variables in terms of predicting equity premium.

JEL classifications: C53, G12, G17
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1. Introduction

Whether stock market returns or equity premium can be predicted by certain predictors is an

important question in financial economics (see Campbell and Thompson, 2008 for a recent survey).

Although the literature has extensively investigated the forecasting ability of fundamental macroe-

conomic variables, there is a recent debate on whether fundamental macroeconomic variables work

or not (e.g., Welch and Goyal, 2008; Campbell and Thompson, 2008; Comin and Gertler, 2006;

Rapach, Strauss and Zhou, 2010).

One element that can potentially deteriorate the predictive ability of fundamental macroeco-

nomic variables is market sentiment. A strong level of market sentiment may weaken the fore-

casting performance of the conventional macroeconomic variables (ECON variables; hereafter) by

distorting the fundamental link between the ECON variables and equity premium implied by eco-

nomic theories. For instance, De Long, Shleifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990) illustrate that in

the presence of limits to arbitrage, noise traders with irrational sentiment can cause prices to devi-

ate from their fundamentals, even when informed traders recognize the mispricing. More recently,

Shen and Yu (2013) document that pervasive macro-related factors are priced in the cross-section

of stock returns following low sentiment, but not following high sentiment.

Moreover, on top of fundamental variables, some other variables (NONFUND variables; here-

after), which are usually behavioral/sentiment related, such as time series momentum (Moskowitz,

Ooi and Pedersen, 2012), 52-weeks high and historical high (Li and Yu, 2012) and technical indi-

cators (Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron, 1992; Neely, Rapach, Tu and Zhou, 2014), are found to

offer strong predictive power in forecasting excess market returns. More specifically, Moskowitz,

Ooi and Pedersen (2012) show that the predicting pattern of the time series momentum seems con-

sistent with the patterns of under-reaction and over-reaction implied by theories of sentiment. Li

and Yu (2012) motivate the predictability of the 52-weeks high and historical high based on em-

pirical evidence on psychological anchoring and limited investor attention. Additionally, extensive

psychological studies show that sentiment can affect a person’s decision-making process possibly

through its influence on neural activation and cognition (Mitchell and Phillips, 2007). In particular,
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high sentiment generally causes heuristic processing that largely prefers non-fundamental variables

and usually relies on naive rules. However, just like a strong level of market sentiment may weaken

the forecasting ability of ECON variables, a weak level of market sentiment may weaken the pre-

dictive strength of NONFUND variables by mitigating the impact of behavioral elements such as

under-reaction and over-reaction (Barberis, Shleifer and Vishny, 1998 ; Hong and Stein, 1999).

In this paper, we address this question by investigating and comparing the forecasting per-

formances of two main categories of predictors, namely, fundamental economic variables and

non-fundamental variables, conditioning on the level of investor sentiment. To the best of our

knowledge, our study is the first to combine the strands of studies concerning equity risk premium

forecasting, fundamental/non-fundamental predictors, and market sentiment. This paper makes

three contributions.

Firstly, we find that the predictability of ECON variables is significant (insignificant) during

low (high) sentiment regime while the predictability of NONFUND variables is significant (in-

significant) during high (low) sentiment regime. For instance, a combined non-fundamental pre-

dictor has an in-sample R2 of approximately 4% and an out-of-sample R2
OS of 1.46% in periods of

high sentiment whereas an in-sample R2 of 0.15% and a negative R2
OS in periods of low sentiment.

In contrast, a combined fundamental predictor exhibits complementary predictive strength in fore-

casting equity premium, with an in-sample R2 of approximately 3.52% and an out-of-sample R2
OS

of 0.56% during low sentiment regime and an in-sample R2 of 1.36% and a negative out-of-sample

R2
OS during high sentiment regime. This regime dependent forecasting pattern of fundamental and

non-fundamental variables applies to portfolios sorted by size and other firm characteristics. More-

over, it is not affected by the Oil Shock period during 1970s and remains in economic expansions.

Therefore, although the predictive strength of ECON variables seems debatable and current empir-

ical evidence is sort of mixed, our findings suggest that ECON variables do have genuine predictive

power as long as market sentiment is not too high to distort the fundamental link between ECON

variables and equity premium too much. In addition, although the predictability of NONFUND

variables seems strong and is often comparable to ECON variables, our findings indicate that their
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predictability tends to vanish away when market sentiment is too low to generate strong enough

behavioral actions behind the predictability of NONFUND variables. In other words, our evidence

supports the idea that NONFUND variables are useful in forecasting equity risk premium, but

investor sentiment, appears to be an important catalyst.

Secondly, in this paper, a regime-switching model is used (for the first time to our knowledge)

to classify the time periods into two sentiment regimes, one with relatively high market sentiment

while the other with relatively low market sentiment. In contrast, an ad hoc way of classifying

sentiment regime is usually adopted. For example, one popular way is to split at the median level:

above the median is classified as high sentiment regime while below the median is classified as

low sentiment regime. Although such ad hoc way of classifying sentiment regime appears to be

qualitatively similar in terms of capturing the idea that the market sentiment varies across high and

low levels over time, it has certain limitations. For instance, splitting at the median would naively

assume sentiment is equally likely to prevail at a high or low level. This equality assumption of

being in high and low sentiment regimes could be a strong restriction and yield some potentially

misleading implications. Especially, we find empirically there is about 80% (20%) times we have a

low (high) sentiment regime. The current literature seems to indicate that empirically both ECON

variables and NONFUND variables can offer predictability. However our findings suggest that

ECON variables are a more prevalent force than NONFUND variables in terms of time periods of

having predictive power. However, if classifying sentiment regime based on the median sentiment

level, then we cannot tell whether NONFUND variables or ECON variables would be a more

prevailing force across time.

Thirdly, we propose a simple model to theoretically illustrate the mechanism of an asymmetric

impact of sentiment on the performance of NONFUND predictos, such as time series momen-

tum. More specifically, during high sentiment period, a noise investor tends to take long positions

while a rational investor cannot arbitrage away mispricing due to short sale constraints. There-

fore, price comprises a fundamental component and a mispricing component. However, as the

noise investor observes new information, he corrects his beliefs through a learning process and the
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mispricing component will be gradually removed accordingly. Therefore, the price gradually con-

verges towards the fundamental component and momentum arises as a result. In contrast, during

low sentiment period, the rational investor faces no constraints and the price is always adjusted

immediately to its fundamental. Hence there is no momentum effect in low sentiment regime.

We further examine whether the predictive ability of two categories of predictors stems from

cash flow or discount rate channel. We find that fundamental variables strongly forecast future

dividend-price ratio and the effect is stronger during low sentiment regime whilst non-fundamental

variables only significantly forecast future dividend-price ratio during high sentiment regime. This

implies that the shifting predictive ability of fundamental and non-fundamental variables across

varying sentiment conditions appears to come from the discount rate channel.

Overall, our study reveals a paradigm shift in return forecasting, namely, using fundamental

variables during low sentiment periods while using non-fundamental variables during high sen-

timent periods. This could provide some useful guidance to investors on optimally utilizing the

forecasting powers of fundamental variables and non-fundamental variables in their decision mak-

ing process.

From a broad perspective, this paper is related to but also different from the literature on the

impact of investor sentiment. Baker and Wurgler (2006, 2007) find that high investor sentiment pre-

dicts low returns in the cross-section, especially for stocks that are speculative and hard to arbitrage.

Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan (2012) (SYY hereafter) show that financial anomalies become stronger

following high investor sentiment. Distinct from studies which document the cross-sectional im-

pact of sentiment, in this paper, we document that sentiment can have strong implications on

aggregate market return predictability across time. Our findings are in line with the predictions of

many prominent behavioral asset pricing theories, including Barberis, Shleifer and Vishny (1998),

Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahmanyam (1998) and Hong and Stein (1999) that all focus on a

single risky asset, therefore having direct implications for time series rather than cross-sectional

predictability. Our paper also closely resembles the regime-switching predictive regression mod-

els in Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) and Henkel, Martin and Nardari (2011), which allow
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regime-dependent performance of predictors and find that the risk premium based on predictive

variables is very sensitive to market states. In addition, this study fits into the growing literature

about the asymmetric sentiment effect on many asset price behaviors and anomalies, including

the mean-variance relation (Yu and Yuan, 2011), the idiosyncratic volatility puzzle (Stambaugh,

Yu and Yuan, 2015), the momentum phenomenon (Antoniou, Doukas and Subrahmanyam, 2013),

the slope of security market line (Antoniou, Doukas and Subrahmanyam, 2015) and hedge fund

investment (Smith, Wang, Wang and Zychowicz, 2015).1

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present a simple model in Section II and

econometric methodology in Section III. Section IV reports the main empirical findings, Section

V provides further analysis and Section VI concludes.

II. A Simple Model

In this section, we present a simple model to show that short-sale constraints together with sen-

timent (noise) trading can give rise to time series momentum during high sentiment regime, while

the price is adjusted to its fundamental immediately and there is no trend during low sentiment

regime.

We consider a financial market with a risky asset in positive net supply. The final payoff D of

the risky asset is normally distributed

D∼ N(µD,σD). (1)

There are two investors: a rational trader and a noise trader indexed by i = R,N respectively. We

assume they are risk neutral and subject to short-sale constraints.2 Before observing any signals,

1This strand of literature appeals to behavioral and psychological explanations by combining two prominent con-
cepts, investor sentiment and short-selling constraints. Particularly, Antoniou, Doukas and Subrahmanyam (2013)
argue that cognitive dissonance caused by news that contradicts investor sentiment gives rise to underreaction, which
is strengthened mainly during high sentiment periods due to short-selling constraints, making the profits of the cross-
sectional momentum arise.

2Risk neutral investors are also considered by Harrison and Kreps (1978), Hong and Stein (2003) and Scheinkman
and Xiong (2003). Bai, Chang and Wang (2006) consider risk averse agents in a one-period model. But in multi-
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the investors have prior beliefs about the final payoff D of the risky asset,

D∼ N(µi,D,σD), i = R,N. (2)

For simplicity, we postulate that investors have homogeneous and correct beliefs about the volatil-

ity. Suppose the rational investor has correct prior belief about the mean value of D, i.e., µR,D = µD,

while the noise investor believes µN,D = µD(1+ eN), where eN ∼ N(µe,σe) can be interpreted as

sentiment. If µe = 0, then the noise investor has rational belief and the price is determined by the

expected payoff. In the following analysis, we assume µe 6= 0, with µe > 0 (< 0) corresponding to

high (low) sentiment period.3

At each date 0 < t < T , investors observe a public signal st and believe

st = D+ εt , εt ∼ N(0,σε,t). (3)

Investors observe the same signals and the priors of both investors, so there is no asymmetry of

information. We normalize time discount rate to zero. Investor i is willing to pay Ei,t [D] at time t

for a unit of the asset and price at time t is given by

Pt = max
i=R,N

{
Ei,t [D]

}
. (4)

In order to show the momentum effect, we consider a model of two periods with T = 2 for

simplicity.4 Due to the difference in priors, investors hold different posterior beliefs about the

period environments, the optimal demands cannot be explicitly solved from the first order conditions, because of the
nonlinear expectations caused by the short-sale constraints.

3We consider exogenous sentiment in our model because our concern is the impact of sentiment rather than the
formation of sentiment. This is also consistent with the empirical analysis of this paper, in which the sentiment is
exogenously given. The interaction between price and sentiment has been studied in the theoretical literature, see for
example, Barberis, Greenwood, Jin and Shleifer, 2015.

4The two-period model can be easily extended to a multi-period case.
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distribution of D at time 1,

ER,1[D|s1] = β s1 +(1−β )µD, EN,1[D|s1] = β s1 +(1−β )µD(1+µe)

where β =
1/σε,1

1/σD+1/σε,1
. We further explore the different patterns during high and low sentiment

periods respectively.

Case (I): µe < 0, which amounts to a low sentiment state,

P0 = µR,D = µD,

P1 = ER,1[D] = β s1 +(1−β )µD,

(5)

because EN,0[D] < ER,0[D] and EN,1[D] < ER,1[D]. The prices are determined by the belief of

rational trader. In addition, under rational (or objective) belief,

covR,0[P2−P1,P1−P0] = β [(1−β )σD−βσε,1] = 0. (6)

Therefore, in low sentiment period, there is no autocorreltions in price changes since price at any

given time has reflected its fundamental.

Case (II): µe > 0, which corresponds to high sentiment periods,

P0 = µN,D = µD(1+ eN),

P1 = EN,1[D] = β s1 +(1−β )µN,D,

(7)

because EN,0[D]> ER,0[D] and EN,1[D]> ER,1[D]. The prices are determined by the belief of noise

trader. Therefore,

covN,0[P2−P1,P1−P0] = β (1−β )µ2
Dσe > 0. (8)

Therefore, we observe a price momentum due to the gradual incorporation of information that
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adjusts the price towards the fundamental level. In other words, momentum is caused by the learn-

ing of noise traders.5 Price is adjusted gradually and converges to its fundamental as information

dominates priors eventually.6

In summary, during high sentiment period, noise investor tends to take long positions, but ra-

tional investor cannot arbitrage away mispricing due to short sale constraints. Price comprises a

fundamental and a mispricing component. However, as noise investor learns more information

gradually, he corrects his beliefs accordingly and hence momentum arises as information domi-

nates priors gradually. In contrast, during low sentiment period, rational investor faces no con-

straints and the price is always adjusted to its fundamental. Hence there is no momentum effect

in low sentiment regime. Our model implies that short-sale constraints together with sentiment

(noise) trading can give rise to momentum in high sentiment regime even without any behav-

ioral preference hypothesis, e.g. cognitive dissonance as in Antoniou, Doukas and Subrahmanyam

(2013).7

III. Econometric Methodology

In this section, we first follow the conventional predictive regression model under a single

regime framework to analyse the overall return forecasting performance. Then, we implement

a regime-dependent predictive regression model in order to examine the predictive performance

conditional on different sentiment regimes. We also detail the method to identify sentiment regime

and the procedures to construct both fundamental and non-fundamental predictors.

5This is, in spirit, similar to the findings in Diamond and Verrecchia (1987), who show that short-sale constraints
reduces the adjustment speed of prices to private information.

6In one extreme case when σe = 0, we have covN,0[P2−P1,P1−P0] = 0 as well. Then there will be no price
momentum as well as in the low sentiment case. However, in this case, the reason for no price momentum is that noise
traders have a dogmatic prior belief and do not update its prior to adjust the price towards the fundamental level after
observing new information.

7There is no trading in our simple model. Trading can be generated by introducing time-varying beliefs, which is
beyond our focus.
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A. Single-regime predictive regression

To evaluate the overall return predictive performance for individual macroeconomic variables,

we follow the conventional regression model in the literature,

rt+1 = α +βixi,t + εi,t+1, (9)

where the equity premium rt+1 is the excess return of a broad stock market index from the risk-free

rate over the time period of t to t +1, xi,t is a macroeconomic predictor, and εi,t+1 is a zero-mean

unforecastable term. Consequently the expected excess return based on macroeconomic variables

can be estimated by

Et [rt+1] = α + β̂ixi,t . (10)

Given that macroeconomic variables are usually highly persistent, the Stambaugh (1999) bias

potentially inflates the t-statistic for β̂i in (10) and distorts the prediction size. We address this issue

by computing p-values using a wild bootstrap procedure which accounts for the persistence in pre-

dictors, correlations between equity premium and predictor innovations, as well as heteroskedas-

ticity.

To examine the overall forecasting performance for individual non-fundamental variables, sim-

ilarly, we follow the conventional regression model in the literature,

rt+1 = a+bimi,t + εi,t+1, (11)

where mi,t is a non-fundamental predictor.

The forecasting power of individual forecasting variable can be unstable across time since each

one of them can be just one specific proxy (with noise) of some common fundamental condition

(like the economy is doing well or doing badly) for macroeconomic variables or of some common

trend condition (like the market is trending up or trending down) for non-fundamental variables.

In light of this, we conduct predictive regressions using a combined fundamental predictor µt and
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a combined non-fundamental predictor mt as follows, respectively,

rt+1 = α1 +β1µt + ε1,t+1, (12)

and

rt+1 = α2 +β2mt + ε2,t+1, (13)

where εi,t+1 for i = 1,2 are unforecastable and unrelated to µt and mt , respectively. Here µt is

the extracted fundamental ECON variable from individual fundamental predictors and mt is the

extracted NONFUND variable from individual non-fundamental predictors by applying partial

least squares procedure to individual fundamental and non-fundamental variables respectively.

To incorporate information from the entire set of fundamental and non-fundamental variables,

we estimate parsimoniously a predictive regression based on the combined ECON variable µt in

(12) and the combined NONFUND variable mt in (13),

rt+1 = a+b1µt +b2mt + εt+1, (14)

where εt+1 is unforecastable and unrelated to µt and mt .

B. Regime-dependent predictive regression

It is well documented that a high level of investor sentiment may potentially distort the funda-

mental link between macroeconomic variables and stock market. Empirically, the market sentiment

is not always high or always low, but more likely to shift between high and low sentiment regimes.

Consequently, the forecasting performances of the two main categories of predictors, namely, fun-

damental economic variables and non-fundamental variables, may significantly depend on the level

of investor sentiment. Motivated by this, we extend the above single-regime predictive regression

to regime-dependent regression. As a consequence, we allow the predictive relation to switch

across sentiment regimes.
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More specifically, to investigate the asymmetric impact of sentiment on fundamental and non-

fundamental forecasting variables, we run the following regime shifting predictive regressions,


rH
t+1 = aH

µ +bH
µ µH

t + εH
t+1, if ρt = H,

rL
t+1 = aL

µ +bL
µ µL

t + εL
t+1, if ρt = L,

(15)


rH
t+1 = aH

m +bH
mmH

t + εH
t+1, if ρt = H,

rL
t+1 = aL

m +bL
mmL

t + εL
t+1, if ρt = L,

(16)


rH
t+1 = aH +bH

1 µH
t +bH

2 mH
t + εH

t+1, if ρt = H,

rL
t+1 = aL +bL

1 µL
t +bL

2mL
t + εL

t+1, if ρt = L,
(17)

where H and L represent high and low sentiment regimes respectively and ρt represents either the

high regime (ρt = H) or the low regime (ρt = L) at time t.

We rely on Markov regime switching model to identify sentiment regimes. The sentiment index

St is assumed to have a regime dependent mean value ψρt

St |ρt∼N(ψρt ,σ
2
S ), ρt = H,L, (18)

where ρt follows a Markov chain with the transition probabilities between one regime at time t and

the other regime at time t+1 fixed and contained in a transition matrix.8 To back out unobservable

regime from the data, we assume the market is at regime H at time t if the probability of staying in

this regime πt := Prob(ρt = H|St)≥ 0.5, otherwise, a low sentiment period occurs.9

8These transition probabilities could be made more realistic by allowing them to vary dependent on the state
variables. Nevertheless, given the results with fixed probabilities, it appears the refinement would not add much
economic insight compared to the increased complexity and computational costs.

9We also assume that sentiment regime is determined by the previous period sentiment and find similar results.
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C. Fundamental variables

For fundamental variables, we consider a wide range of macroeconomic series used in Jurado,

Ludvigson and Ng (2015) as the macroeconomic fundamentals, where more than one hundred

macroeconomic series are selected to represent broad categories of macroeconomic time series. In

order to effectively incorporate information from a large number of macroeconomic variables into

a smaller set of forecasting variables, we extract some common factors from the 132 macroeco-

nomic series (Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng, 2015). More specifically, the 132 series are organized

into eight categories according to a priori information. After excluding 21 time series of bond and

stock market data10, we have seven categories of macroeconomic variables, including (1) output

and income; (2) labour market; (3) housing; (4) consumption, orders and inventories; (5) money

and credit; (6) exchange rates; and (7) prices. We implement principal component analysis (PCA)

to derive 7 individual macroeconomic predictors from 7 categories of macroeconomic variables

(denoted as Fjt , j = 1,2, · · · ,7).11 The seven extracted series may be treated as a set of representa-

tive macroeconomic predictors.12

D. Non-fundamental variables

We collect a variety of behavioral/sentiment-related variables, which are frequently found to

deliver significantly predictive ability in the forecasting literature but difficult to be explained in

the rational finance theory, including the time series momentum (Moskowitz, Ooi and Perdersen,

2012), the anchoring variables (Li and Yu, 2012) and technical indicators (Neely, Rapach, Tu and

Zhou, 2014).

Moskowitz, Ooi and Perdersen (2012) investigate time series momentum that characterizes

10We exclude these variables because they are financial variables which may contain sentiment related content
11We take the first principal component from each category of macroeconomic variables as the first principal com-

ponent usually captures a higher proportion of total variations in the individual proxies than the other principal com-
ponents and incorporating more principal components will increase estimating noise and worsen the out-of-sample
performance.

12We also obtain similar results if employing alternative non-price-related economic variables frequently used in
finance literature, such as equity risk premium volatility, treasury-bill rate, default return spread and inflation examined
in Welch and Goyal (2008).
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strong positive predictability of a security’s own past returns. For a large set of futures and forward

contracts, Moskowitz et al. (2012) find that time series momentum based on the excess returns

over the past 12 months persists for between one and 12 months then partially reverses over longer

horizons. They provide strong evidence for time series momentum based on the moving average

of look-back returns. This effect based purely on a security’s own past returns is related to, but

different from, the cross-sectional momentum phenomenon studied extensively in the literature.

Through return decomposition, Moskowitz et al. (2012) argue that positive auto-covariance is the

main driving force for time series momentum and cross-sectional momentum effects, while the

contribution of serial cross-correlations and variation in mean returns is small. Following the

literature, we use the moving averages of historical excess returns with different horizons as the

momentum proxies in this paper. Particularly, we consider a vector of momentum variables with

diversified horizons varying from 6 months to 12 months.13 That is,

Mτ
t :=

1
τ

τ

∑
j=1

rt+1− j, τ = 6,9,12. (19)

Li and Yu (2012) find that nearness to the 52-week high (historical high) positively (negatively)

predicts future aggregate market returns. They use the nearness to the Dow 52-week high and the

nearness to the Dow historical high as proxies for the degree to which traders under- and over-

react to news respectively and show that the two have strong but opposite forecasting power for

the aggregate stock market returns. More specifically, the nearness to the Dow 52-week high x52,t

and the nearness to the Dow historical high xmax,t are defined as

x52,t =
pt

p52,t
, xmax,t =

pt

pmax,t
, (20)

where pt denotes the level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average index at the end of day t, and x52,t

13In this paper we consider the time series momentum variables with horizons up to 12 months following the time
series momentum literature. We also consider other moving averages in (19) with longer time horizon and find that
the loadings are positive up to 18 months and then become negative for longer horizons. Our results are not sensitive
to the alternative choices.
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and xmax,t represent its 52-week high and historical high at the end of day t. The value at month t is

defined as the value at the last trading day of month t. Li and Yu (2012) also show that the nearness

to the historical high contaminates the relationship between future returns and past performance.

We use the nearness to the Dow 52-week high orthogonal to the nearness to the historical high as

one of our NONFUND variable x̂52,t .

Neely, Rapach, Tu and Zhou (2014) show that technical indicators display statistically and

economically significant predictive power and complementary information in terms of macroeco-

nomic variables. We also incorporate two moving-average (MA) indicators with 1-month short

MA and 9- or 12-month long MA (denoted as MA(1,9) and MA(1,12) respectively) used in Neely

et al. (2014). The MA rule generates a buy or sell signal (St = 1 or 0, respectively) at the end of t

by comparing two moving averages:

St =


1 if MAs,t ≥MAl,t ,

0 if MAs,t < MAl,t ,

(21)

where

MA j,t =
1
j

j−1

∑
i=0

Pt−i for j = s, l, (22)

Pt is the level of a stock price index, and s (l) is the length of the short (long) MA (s< l). We denote

the moving-average indicator with lengths s and l by MA(s, l). Intuitively, the MA rule detects

changes in stock price trends because the short MA is more sensitive to recent price movement

than the long MA. We analyse monthly MA rules with s = 1 and l = 9,12.14

14We find similar pattern if using other technical indicators considered in Neely et al. (2014). In order to be consis-
tent with the time series momentum and anchoring variables, we also replace the “0/1” technical indicators from Neely
et al. (2014) by the variable MAs,t −MAl,t . The patterns are similar to but less significant than the “0/1” technical
indicators (not reported here).
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E. Extracting combined predictors

In order to reduce the noise in individual predictors and to synthesize their common com-

ponents, we summarize information from various fundamental forecasting variables or from var-

ious non-fundamental variables into one consensus combined variable. In general, at period t

(t = 1, · · · ,T ), we derive combined fundamental and non-fundamental predictors using N1 funda-

mental economic proxies

Xt = {X1,t ,X2,t , · · · ,XN1,t}

and N2 non-fundamental proxies

Mt = {M1,t ,M2,t , · · · ,MN2,t}

respectively. Following Wold (1966, 1975), and especially Kelly and Pruitt (2013, 2015), we apply

the partial least squares (PLS) approach to effectively extract a combined fundamental variable µt

and a combined non-fundamental variable mt from Xt and Mt respectively.

To extract µt used in (12) from the N1 fundamental economic proxies Xt = {X1,t ,X2,t , · · · ,XN1,t},

we assume that Xi,t(i = 1,2, · · · ,N1) has a factor structure

Xi,t = γi,0 + γi,1 µt + γi,2 δt +ui,t , i = 1,2, · · · ,N1, (23)

where γi,1 is the factor loading measuring the sensitivity of the fundamental economic proxy Xi,t to

µt , δt is the common approximation error component of all N1 proxies that is irrelevant to returns,

and ui,t is the idiosyncratic noise associated with proxy Xi,t only. By imposing the above factor

structure on the proxies, we can efficiently estimate the collective contribution of Xt to µt , and at

the same time, to eliminate the common approximation error δt and the idiosyncratic noise ui,t .

In general, µt can also be estimated as the first principle component analysis (PCA) of the cross-

section of Xt . However, as discussed in Huang, Jiang, Tu and Zhou (2015), the PCA estimation

is unable to separate δt from ui,t and may fail to generate significant forecasts for returns which
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are indeed strongly predictable by µt . The PLS approach extracts µt efficiently and filters out the

irrelevant component δt in two steps. In the first step, we run N1 time-series regressions. That is,

for each Xi,t , we run a time-series regression of Xi,t−1 on a constant and realized return,

Xi,t−1 = ηi,0 +ηi,1 rt + vi,t−1, t = 1,2, · · · ,T, (24)

where the loading ηi,1 captures the sensitivity of fundamental economic proxy Xi,t−1 to µt−1 in-

strumented by future return rt . In the second step, we run T cross-sectional regressions. That is, for

each time t, we run a cross-sectional regression of Xi,t on the corresponding loading η̂i,1 estimated

in (24),

Xi,t = ct +µt η̂i,1 +wi,t , i = 1,2, · · · ,N1, (25)

where the regression slope µt in (25) is the extracted µt .

Similarly, the non-fundamental variable mt is extracted by applying PLS procedure to Mt . We

refer this aligned approach to Huang et al. (2015) for details.15

IV. Main Empirical Results

In this section, we examine the forecasting performance of fundamental economic variables and

non-fundamental variables to the S&P 500 index for both the full sample and high/low sentiment

regime determined by the Markov regime-switching approach (18). Regarding the fundamental

economic variables, we consider the seven individual macroeconomic predictors constructed from

seven categories of macroeconomic variables in Jurado et al. (2015). For the non-fundamental

variables, we select three time series momentum variables in (19), the psychological anchor x̂52,t ,

and two moving average indicators MA(1,9) and MA(1,12). Our data spans from July of 1965

to December of 2010 because of availability of sentiment series. We then extend the aggregate

15By comparing to the first principle component analysis, Huang et al. (2015) show that PLS can filter out the
common approximation error components of all the proxies that are irrelevant to returns and hence the variables using
PLS should outperform those using PCA.
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market analysis to ten value-weighted portfolios of stocks sorted by firm size based on the data

from Kenneth R. French’s website in Section IV.E.16

A. Sentiment regimes

We estimate the regime switching parameters for sentiment by applying maximum likelihood

estimation method (MLE) and report the result in Figure 1. The sentiment data spans from July of

1965 to December of 2010.17. The solid blue line in Figure 1 (a) depicts the estimated probability

πt of investor sentiment being at regime H (high sentiment). Generally, long periods of relative

calm market sentiment is interrupted by short periods of extremely high sentiment, which occur

at the end of 1960s, the first half of 1980s and the beginning of 2000. To help interpreting the

asymmetry in high and low sentiment regimes, we may think of regime L as representing relatively

normal sentiment states while regime H capturing more crazy sentiment phases which lead to steep

increases in times series of market sentiment. Alternatively, we follow Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan

(2012) to define a high-sentiment month as one in which the value of BW sentiment index (Baker

and Wurgler 2006, 2007) in the previous month is above the median value for the sample period,

and a low-sentiment month that is below the median value. The high and low sentiment regimes

are labelled as H and L and plotted as red dots in Figure 1 (a). The numbers of high/low-sentiment

months are 116/430 (about 21.25% in high regime and 78.75% in low regime) based on Markov

switching approach and 273/273 (about 50% in high regime and 50% in low regime ) based on the

median level. The correlation between the two regimes estimated by the regime switching method

and the median level is about 0.54.

Figure 1 (b) and (c) depict the investor sentiment index from July of 1965 to December of 2010

where the shaded areas are the high sentiment months estimated by the regime switching approach

in (b) and the median level in (c) respectively. Specifically, the high sentiment periods identified by

regime switching model (18) coincide well with the anecdotal evidences, such as the “Nifty Fifty”

16http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data library.html
17We obtain investor sentiment data from Wurgler’s homepage http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jwurgler/
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episode between the late 1960s and early 1970s, the speculative episodes associated with Reagan

Era optimism from the late 1970s through mid 1980s (involving natural resource start ups in early

1980s after the second oil crises and the hightech and biotech booms in the first half of 1983), and

the Internet bubble occurring in the late 1990s and beginning of 2000s.

B. Data and Summary statistics

Consistent with existing literature on predicting aggregate market return, we measure equity

risk premium as the difference between the log return on the S&P 500 (including dividends) and

the log return on a risk-free bill.18 Panel A of Table 1 reports summary statistics of monthly equity

premium. The moments of excess market returns are different between high and low sentiment

regimes. The mean of the excess market returns during high sentiment regime is -0.07%, which is

much lower than its counterpart during low sentiment regime (0.41%). This pattern is consistent

with the general hypothesis documented by the existing literature that high sentiment drives up the

price and depresses the return. Moreover, the standard deviations of excess market returns across

sentiment regimes are much closer, yielding a higher realized Sharpe ratio during low sentiment

regime. The overall stock market displays weak time-series momentum alike pattern with a pos-

itive first-order autocorrelation of 0.06 whereas during high sentiment regime the market returns

become more persistent with a first-order autocorrelation of around 0.10. The summary statistics

of the combined fundamental predictor and individual fundamental predictors are reported in Pan-

els B and C of Table 1. The combined fundamental predictor shows more stable patterns overall

than the individual predictors: it displays higher average level, is slightly more volatile and less

persistent during high sentiment regime. By contrast, the seven individual macroeconomic pre-

dictors Fi, i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 hardly exhibit consistent patterns across sentiment regimes possibly

due to the noise in individual variables. Hence, we summarize information by extracting common

components from various individual forecasting variables to alleviate the potential noise in each

individual proxy.

18The monthly data is from Center for Research in Security Press (CRSP).
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To examine the forecasting performance of combined fundamental and non-fundamental pre-

dictors, we consider seven individual fundamental variables and six individual non-fundamental

variables. Applying PLS procedure to the seven fundamental variables Fjt , j = 1,2, · · · ,7, we

obtain a combined ECON variable µt ,

µt =−0.11F1t−0.25F2t +0.25F3t−0.34F4t−0.18F5t−0.12F6t−0.32F7t , (26)

where each underlying individual proxy is standardized. Panel A of Figure 3 depicts the time series

of the combined fundamental predictor µt , where the shaded areas are high sentiment regimes.

Interestingly, for all of the three continuous high sentiment periods, µt reaches local minima near

market sentiment peaks. Panel A of Figure 4 displays the estimated loadings for the 7 individual

macroeconomic predictors Fit , i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 on the combined fundamental predictor µt . It

reveals that macroeconomic factors extracted from labour market, housing, consumption and prices

load relatively heavily on µt , indicating that the combined fundamental predictor primarily captures

common fluctuations in various fundamental information, which may help µt to better forecast the

equity risk premium than individual macroeconomic predictors. Furthermore, the three panels on

the left side of Figure 4 show that the loadings of the 7 individual fundamental predictors during

low sentiment regime are very similar to the corresponding loadings in whole sample periods while

the weights of the 7 individual fundamental predictors in µt during high sentiment regime deviate

more from the corresponding weights in whole sample period compared with the weights in µt

during low sentiment regime. As shown later in Panel A of Table 3, the signs of the regression

coefficients on the seven economic variables are consistent with the fact that each one of the seven

economic variables is one specific proxy of some common fundamental economic conditions.

Similarly, by applying the PLS procedure to the six non-fundamental variables, we generate a

combined NONFUND variable mt ,

mt = 0.15M6
t +0.07M9

t +0.13M12
t +0.27x̂52,t +0.23MA(1,9)+0.34MA(1,12), (27)
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where each underlying individual variable is standardized. The loadings on the six proxies are all

positive, implying an overall positive predictive pattern of the momentum, psychological anchor

and moving average proxies. Panel B of Figure 3 plots the time series of the combined non-

fundamental predictor mt . It is evident that the time series of mt display a less smooth pattern than

that of µt . In contrast to the findings based on µt , mt arrives at local maxima near market sentiment

peaks and drops abruptly as long as it turns into the high market sentiment periods. Panel B of

Figure 4 shows that a number of individual non-fundamental variables load relatively strongly

on mt , including time series momentum proxy M6
t , anchoring variable x̂52,t , and moving average

indicators MA(1,9) and MA(1,12). Consequently, mt reflects a wide variety of individual non-

fundamental variables and potentially captures more useful predictive information than each of the

individual non-fundamental variables. Interestingly, the three panels on the right side of Figure 4

indicate that although high sentiment regime only occupies 20% of whole sample periods, for most

of the individual non-fundamental variables, weights in mt during high sentiment regime are closer

to the weights in whole sample period than weights during low sentiment regime. As shown later

in Table 3, the extracted NONFUND variables forecast equity risk premium with positive sign,

which is consistent with the phenomenon based on individual proxies.

C. Mispricing across sentiment regimes

We explore the distinct patterns of mispricing across high and low sentiment regimes using

regime switching approach specified in Section III.B. We consider 17 long-short anomaly returns

from Novy-Marx and Velikov (2016), as well as a combination strategy which takes simple average

of the 17 long-short anomaly returns.19 We report pricing errors (returns adjusted by benchmark

factor models) during high and low sentiment regimes respectively in Table 2, where Carhart four-

factor model (Fama French three factors plus momentum factor) is taken as the benchmark in

Panel A and Fama French three-factor model is taken as the benchmark in Panel B. The baseline
19There are 32 long-short strategy returns in the data library of Novy-Marx and Velikov (2016). The 17 anomalies

considered in our study constitute a majority of the anomalies after excluding those related to risk factors.
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regressions are as follows:

rt+1 = αHIH,t +αLIL,t +β1MKTt+1 +β2SMBt+1 +β3HMLt+1 +β4WMLt+1 + εt+1, (28)

rt+1 = αHIH,t +αLIL,t +β1MKTt+1 +β2SMBt+1 +β3HMLt+1 + εt+1, (29)

where rt+1 is one of the anomaly long-short strategy returns. IH is the high sentiment regime

indicator whereas IL is low sentiment regime dummy. MKT, SMB, HML and WML are market,

size, value and momentum factors.

The results in Table 2 reveal that pricing errors indicated by the long-short anomaly returns

are generally higher following high sentiment. Specifically, the combined long-short benchmark-

adjustment anomaly return earns 99 bps more per month following high sentiment using Carhart

four-factor model as benchmark and 103 bps using Fama French three-factor model as bench-

mark. Furthermore, mispricing mainly comes from high sentiment regime, with average mispricing

(measured as the combined long-short benchmark-adjustment anomaly return) in high-sentiment

months accounting for 81% (76%) of overall average mispricing using Carhart four-factor model

(Fama French three-factor model) as benchmark. The tendencies are consistent with the findings

in Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan (2012) which use median level Baker and Wurgler sentiment index to

differentiate high and low sentiment periods, showing that combining market-wide sentiment with

short-sale constraints leads to greater mispricing following high sentiment periods. The difference

in the degree of mispricing across high and low sentiment regimes echoes our following findings

that sentiment plays a pervasive role over time in affecting predictability.

D. In-sample predictive performances across sentiment regimes

We focus our empirical analysis on one-month horizon, with reasons in three aspects. First,

short-horizon return predictability is usually magnified at longer horizons (Campbell, Lo, and

MacKinlay, 1997; Cochrane, 2011). Second, long-horizon predictability may result from highly

correlated sampling errors (Boundoukh, Richardson, and Whitelaw, 2008) while our choice of
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monthly frequency abstracts away from the econometric issues associated with long-horizon re-

gressions and overlapping observations (Hodrick, 1992). Last but not least, as market sentiment

evolves through time, longer-horizon predictive regressions would include random combinations

of high and low sentiment periods that would undoubtedly obscure the forecasting performance of

predictors.

We start from examining the overall forecasting performances of ECON and NONFUND vari-

ables during full sample, then we compare the predictive strength of ECON and NONFUND vari-

ables during high and low sentiment regimes respectively. When ECON and NONFUND variables

are highly persistent, the well-known Stambaugh (1999) bias potentially inflates the t-statistic for

bi in (14) and (17) and distorts the test size. We address this concern by computing p-values

using a wild bootstrap procedure that accounts for complications in statistical inferences. Table

3 summarizes the differences in in-sample predictive relations between high and low sentiment

regimes for ECON and NONFUND variables. Panels A and B in Table 3 report the regression

coefficients, corresponding t-statistics and R2s for the seven individual fundamental and six non-

fundamental variables respectively. Panel C reports the regression results for the combined ECON

and NONFUND variables. All the standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and serial

correlation according to Newey and West (1987). We report the wild bootstrapped p-value and

the Newey-West t-statistic (which is computed using a lag of 12 throughout). The results lead to

complementary patterns for ECON and NONFUND variables.

Firstly, economic variables, both the individual and the combined, perform well during whole

sample and the low sentiment periods, but the predictive strength attenuates during high sentiment

regime. Specifically, Panel A indicates that overall predictability of individual economic variables

mainly concentrate in the low sentiment regime. Among the seven fundamental predictors, the

fourth predictor F4t has a sizeable in-sample R2 statistics of 2.54% during low regime, larger than

that of the remaining six predictors. When sentiment is high, economic variables typically do not

behave well, with five of the seven individual economic variables insignificantly predicting future

stock returns at conventional levels. This pattern still holds in Panel C for the combined ECON
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variable which is insignificant in the high periods, but significant with a t-statistic of 3.47 and R2

of 2.51% over the total available sample, and a t-statistic of 3.85 and R2 of 3.52% over the low

sentiment periods. This supports our findings that, at individual predictor level, predictability of

ECON variable is driven primarily by low sentiment periods. Furthermore, the coefficient estimate

for the combined ECON variable is economically large. More explicitly one standard deviation

increase in the combined ECON variable µt predicts an increase of 0.71% and 0.84% in expected

market return over the whole sample and the low sentiment periods respectively.

Secondly, predictive performances of individual non-fundamental variables and the combined

NONFUND variable become much stronger during high sentiment regime than during low senti-

ment regime. For instance, Panel B shows that the predictive coefficients of NONFUND variables

at individual predictor level are, indeed, different across sentiment regimes, with larger predictive

power occurs during high sentiment regime. Moreover, each of the six individual non-fundamental

variables significantly forecasts equity risk premium in periods of high sentiment. Particularly,

within the six individual non-fundamental variables, time series momentum with 6-month horizon

M6
t , anchoring variable x52,t , and the two moving averaging indicators MA(1,9) and MA(1,12)

convey relatively stronger predictive strength than the rest non-fundamental predictors, with in-

sample R2 statistics ranging from 2.71% to 4.41% in periods of high sentiment. Nevertheless, we

fail to find significant predictability from NONFUND variables in the low sentiment periods. This

pattern extends to Panel C for the combined NONFUND variable, which is demonstrated by a

significant t-statistics of 3.27 and R2 of 4.07% during high sentiment regime and an insignificant

t-statistics of 0.65 and R2 of around 0.1% during low sentiment regime. This indicates that the

predictability of NONFUND variable predominantly exists in high sentiment periods. In addition,

when sentiment is high, one standard deviation increase in the combined NONFUND variable mt

corresponds to an increase of 0.89% in future excess market return, more than two times larger

than that over entire sample period.20

Thirdly, as monthly stock returns inherently contain a substantial unpredictable component,

20We find the same pattern when we simply use principal components to extract the combined predictors from
individual proxies.
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a monthly R2 near 0.5% can predict an economically significant degree of equity risk premium

predictability (e.g., Campbell and Thompson, 2008). Based on our empirical findings, all R2s over

the sample period exceed this 0.5% benchmark for regressions with both ECON variable µt and

NONFUND variable mt .21

We summarize in Figure 5 the cross-regime differences in correlations between excess market

return and the two categories of combined predictors, as well as regression coefficients, t-statistics

and R2s in percentage points based on the two categories of combined predictors. The first row in

Figure 5 shows that µt is more highly correlated with excess market return during low sentiment

regime while mt correlates more with excess market return during high sentiment regime. The fol-

lowing three rows in Figure 5 consistently reveal the complementary cross-regime predictive pat-

terns for the two categories of combined predictors µt and mt , with higher beta, higher t-statistics

and higher R2 for fundamental predictor µt during low sentiment regime and higher beta, higher

t-statistics and higher R2 for non-fundamental predictor mt during high sentiment regime.

Figure 6 further illustrates the complementary roles of fundamental predictor µt and non-

fundamental predictor mt . Panels A and B in Figure 6 show in-sample forecasts of the monthly

equity premium for µt and mt respectively, which represent in-sample estimates of the expected

equity premium. The expected equity premium for µt in Panel A of Figure 6 displays a relatively

smooth pattern, in line with the picture in Panel A of Figure 3. The overall movements in the

expected equity premium for mt in Panel B of Figure 6 are relatively more abrupt, in line with

the trend in Panel B of Figure 3. When information in µt and mt is combined together in Panel

C of Figure 6, the expected equity premium rises to lower levels before extremely high sentiment

dates relative to that in Panel B, while it falls less after entering extremely high sentiment periods,

indicating that the complementary information in µt and mt reconciles the fluctuations in expected

equity premium based on either µt or mt alone.

To sum up, when the investor sentiment is shifting between high and low levels, our findings

yield a few overall implications. Firstly, the economic variables indeed have strong forecasting

21We also consider the case that mt is orthogonalized to µt (or µt is orthogonalized to mt ) to eliminate the overlap-
ping forecasting power and find the same patterns as in Table 3 (not reported here).
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ability as long as market sentiment is not high, otherwise the economic variables lose their predic-

tive power while the predictability of the non-fundamental variables becomes strong. Secondly, the

predictability of the non-fundamental variables tends to vanish away when the investor sentiment

drops to a low level, while the economic variables obtain their predictive power back. The above

patterns are further confirmed when using both ECON and NONFUND variables as predictors and

the results are summarized in the last three columns in Panel C of Table 3. Moreover, with about

80% times of low sentiment periods, the results suggest that economic variables could be a more

prevalent force than non-fundamental variables in terms of time periods with significant predictive

power.

E. Forecasting portfolios

The above analysis is based on the aggregate market index. It is interesting to know if the results

still hold at portfolio level with different size. We obtain portfolio data from Kenneth R. French’s

Web site22 and examine the returns on the ten value-weighted portfolios of stocks sorted by firm

size. We focus on the combined ECON variable µt and the combined NONFUND variable mt in

Section IV.B to estimate single-regime predictive regression (14) in the whole sample and regime-

dependent predictive regression (17) during high and low regimes for each portfolio. The results

are summarized in Table 4. It reveals that, across all the ten portfolios, the forecasting strength of

the combined ECON variable µt is strong in the whole sample period and especially during the low

sentiment regime, but µt becomes less significant in the high sentiment regime. In contrast, the

predictive ability of the combined NONFUND variable mt is strong in the high regime, but weak

in the low regime, according to the Newey-West t-statistics and empirical p-values. In addition, all

the R2 statistics exceed the 0.5% benchmark.

Baker and Wurgler (2006) investigate long-short spread portfolios formed on firm age (age),

dividend to book equity (D/BE), external finance to assets (EF/A), earnings to book equity (E/BE),

growth in sales (GS), property, plant and equipment to total assets (PPE/A), R&D to total assets

22http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data library.html
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(RD/A), stock return volatility (sigma), market equity (ME), and book to market equity (B/M). We

also form the spread portfolios following the procedures exactly documented in Baker and Wurgler

(2006) and examine the ECON and NONFUND variables in the whole sample, the high and low

regimes. We find (not reported here) very similar patterns to the ten size portfolios reported in

Table 4. In summary, the results imply that similar predictability pattern holds at portfolio level in

addition to the aggregate market level.

V. Further Analysis

In this section, we conduct various robustness analyses from Section V.A to Section V.C by

addressing the effect of the Oil Shock recession from 1973 to 1975, the regimes alternatively

determined by median level of sentiment, the economic expansion and recession periods, and out-

of-sample analysis. Finally, we explore the possible economic channels on the predictability of

fundamental and non-fundamental variables.

A. Robustness

We further employ several robustness checks. We first address the effect of the oil shock

period. Next we re-estimate the regimes based on the median level. Welch and Goyal (2008)

comprehensively examine the forecasting powers of a large set of economic variables. They find

that the predictive power of those economic variables seems largely depending on the period of

the Oil Shock between 1973 and 1975 and most forecasting models have performed poorly in

period after year 1975. To address this issue, we re-run the regressions by excluding the Oil Shock

recession period from 1973 to 1975. Panel A of Table 5 shows that exclusion of this period does

not alter our results greatly. The ECON variable still performs well in the whole sample and low

sentiment regime while NONFUND variable still has significant forecasting power in the high

sentiment regime. Moreover, after removing the 1973-75 Oil Shock period, both the t-statistics

and R2 become slightly weaker for the fundamental variable in the whole sample and the low
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sentiment regime, compared to Panel C in Table 3. Since the Oil Shock recession is within our low

sentiment periods, the results for high sentiment regime are less affected.

Alternatively, we follow Stambaugh et al. (2012) to define a high-sentiment month as one in

which the value of the BW sentiment index (Baker and Wurgler 2006, 2007) in the previous month

is above the median value for the sample period, and the low-sentiment months as those with

below-median values. Panel B of Table 5 reports the results when the regimes are determined by

the median level. In regime H, comparing to the results in Panel C of Table 3, the coefficients and t-

statistics become larger for ECON variable µt but smaller for NONFUND variable mt . The reason

seems straightforward. The high regime months according to the regime switching approach (18)

increase from approximately 20% of the whole sample periods to around 50% when the regimes

are determined by the median level. The sentiment in this additional 30% months is higher than

the median but lower than in the 20% high regime. Therefore this additional 30% months lead to a

smaller mean value of sentiment in the high regime based on 50%-50% cutoff, which is expected

to strengthen the forecasting power of ECON variable while weakening the predictive strength of

NONFUND variable.

B. Expansions

Enormous studies document the evidence that the predictive ability of economic variables con-

centrates in recession periods with little forecasting power during expansions. It is therefore inter-

esting to see whether the forecasting patterns of the ECON and NONFUND variables are affected

during business cycle expansions and recessions documented by National Bureau of Economic

Research (NBER). The expansion periods are labelled as EXP and recession by REC. During

the whole sample period from 07/1965 to 12/2010, 456 months are classified as EXP while 90

months are identified as REC. Figure 2 illustrates the NBER recession dummy from 07/1965 to

12/2010. For comparison, we also plot the high sentiment months estimated by the regime switch-

ing method (18) as the shaded area in Figure 2. Our sentiment regimes do not co-move much

with business cycles, with a low correlation of 0.23 between NBER recession dummy and high
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sentiment dummy.

We re-run the regressions in Table 3 based on expansion periods only and detail the results in

Table 6. The ‘whole sample period’ in Table 6 refers to the expansion periods and high/low months

are the corresponding months in which investor sentiment is high/low during the expansion peri-

ods. We find similar predictive patterns over the expansion periods. The combined fundamental

predictor µt is significant in both the whole expansion periods and low sentiment months while

insignificant in the high sentiment months; the combined non-fundamental variable mt is signif-

icant in the high sentiment months but insignificant in the whole expansion periods and the low

sentiment months.

C. Out-of-sample analysis

Although the in-sample analysis provides more efficient parameter estimates and thus more

precise return forecasts by utilizing all available data, Welch and Goyal (2008), among others,

argue that out-of-sample tests seem more relevant for assessing genuine return predictability in real

time and avoiding the in-sample over-fitting issue. In addition, out-of-sample tests are much less

affected by the small-sample size distortions such as the Stambaugh bias (Busetti and Marcucci,

2012) and the look-ahead bias concern of the PLS approach (Kelly and Pruitt, 2013, 2015). Hence,

it is of interest to investigate the out-of-sample predictive performance conditional on investor

sentiment.

The key requirement for out-of-sample forecasts at time t is that we can only use information

available up to t in order to forecast stock returns at t + 1. Following Welch and Goyal (2008),

Kelly and Pruitt (2013), and many others, we run the out-of-sample analysis by estimating the

predictive regression model recursively,

r̂t+1 = ât + b̂1,t µ1:t;t + b̂2,tm1:t;t , (30)

where ât and b̂i,t are the OLS estimates from regressing {rs+1}t−1
s=1 on a constant and the fundamen-
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tal and non-fundamental variables {µ1:t;s}t−1
s=1, {m1:t;s}t−1

s=1. Due to the concern of look ahead bias,

we use real time sentiment index to estimate the regimes. Following Baker and Wurgler (2006),

we form the sentiment index at time t by taking the first principal component of six measures of

investor sentiment up to time t. The six measures are the closed-end fund discount, the number and

the first-day returns of IPOs, NYSE turnover, the equity share in total new issues, and the dividend

premium. At each time t, we use the recursively estimated sentiment index {Xs}ts=1 to estimate

the regimes during time periods 1 : t. If the market is at regime H (L) at time t, then we regress

{Rs}ts=2 on {µs}t−1
s=1 and {ms}t−1

s=1 at regime H (L) and the out-of-sample forecast at regime H (L)

at time t +1 is given by (30).

Let p be a fixed number chosen for the initial sample training, so that future expected return can

be estimated at time t = p+1, p+2, · · · ,T . Hence, there are q(= T − p) out-of-sample evaluation

periods. That is, we have q out-of-sample forecasts: {r̂t+1}T−1
t=p .

We evaluate the out-of-sample forecasting performance based on the widely used Campbell

and Thompson (2008) R2
OS statistic. The R2

OS statistic measures the proportional reduction in the

mean squared forecast error (MSFE) for the predictive regression forecast relative to the historical

average benchmark,

R2
OS = 1−

∑
T−1
t=p (rt+1− r̂t+1)

2

∑
T−1
t=p (rt+1− r̄t+1)2

, (31)

where r̄t+1 denotes the historical average benchmark corresponding to the constant expected return

model (rt+1 = a+ εt+1),

r̄t+1 =
1
t

t

∑
s=1

rs. (32)

Welch and Goyal (2008) show that the historical average is a very stringent out-of-sample bench-

mark, and individual economic variables typically fail to outperform the historical average. The

R2
OS statistic lies in the range (−∞,1]. If R2

OS > 0, it means that the forecast r̂t+1 outperforms the

historical average r̄t+1 in terms of MSFE. The R2
OS statistic at regime H (L) is calculated using the

out-of-sample forecasts at regime H (L) and realized returns rt+1 at the same time periods.

We select the first 1/3 (1/2) sample as the training sample. Table 7 reports the differences
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in out-of sample predictive performances of ECON and NONFUND predictors across sentiment

regimes.23 The results have several implications. Firstly, when we use ECON variable as the

only predictor, Panel A shows that the R2
OS is positive and exceeds the 0.5% benchmark (Camp-

bell and Thompson, 2008) in the low sentiment regime, while it becomes negative in the high

sentiment regime. This indicates that ECON variable outperforms the historical average bench-

mark in low regime based on out-of-sample analysis, but underperforms the historical average

benchmark in both the high sentiment regime and the full sample period. This collaborates our in

sample results. Secondly, when we use NONFUND variable as the only predictor, Panel B shows

that the NONFUND variable fails to outperform the historical average benchmark in low regime

and whole sample period, as indicated by the corresponding negative R2
OSs. Panel B also verifies

NONFUND variable tends to perform considerably better in high regime. This is indicated by ob-

servation that R2
OS rises sharply from -1.44% in low sentiment regime to a positive value of 1.46%

in high sentiment regime, highlighting the importance of considering shifts in market sentiment

in predicting stock returns. The complementary roles of the two major categories of predictors,

fundamental and non-fundamental, infer that the two groups indeed capture different information

relevant for predicting equity risk premium, supporting the findings in Neely et al. (2014). Addi-

tionally, we find that compared with using fundamental or non-fundamental information alone, or

incorporating both of them, the out-of-sample predictability can be improved substantially when

we consider a switching predictor combining both ECON and NONFUND variables with an sen-

timent regime indicator. Specifically, we take NONFUND variable mt as predictor in high senti-

ment regime and ECON variable µt as forecasting variable in low sentiment regime. That is, we

use IH,tmt +(1− IH,t)µt as a predictor in (30), where IH,t is the indicator of regime H. Panel D

shows that the corresponding R2
OS reaches a positive value of 0.97%. Furthermore, the R2

OS of the

switching predictor is greater than all the counterparts in Panels A-C during whole sample period.

Therefore we claim that combining fundamental and non-fundamental predictors with information

embedded in sentiment regimes better captures the substantial fluctuations in equity risk premium

23To reduce estimation errors, we reduce the size of predictor set when applying PLS. More specifically, we choose
four ECON and NONFUND individual variables according to the weights of the PLS based on the training period.
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than using either fundamental or non-fundamental predictor, or both of them.

D. Forecasting channel

Having assessed the predictive power of both fundamental and non-fundamental variables, we

now analyze the underlying sources of the observed differences in predictability across sentiment

regimes. Valuation models suggest that stock prices are determined by both future expected cash

flows and discount rates. From this perspective, the ability of fundamental and non-fundamental

variables to forecast aggregate stock market may stem from either the cash flow channel or the

discount rate channel or both. We use dividend price ratio as our discount rate proxy, since the

time variation in dividend price ratio is primarily driven by discount rates (Cochrane 2008, 2011).

We use dividend growth as our cash flow proxy, which is widely examined and used in similar

studies in the literature (Campbell and Shiller, 1988; Lettau and Ludvigson, 2005; Huang et al.,

2015).

The Campbell and Shiller (1988) log-linearization of stock return generates an approximate

identity, as argued in Cochrane (2008, 2011) and Campbell, Polk and Vuolteenaho (2010),

rt+1 ≈ k+g12
t+1−ρdy12

t+1 +dy12
t , (33)

where rt+1 is the continuously compounded stock market return from t to t+1, k is a constant term,

g12
t+1 is the log dividend growth rate, ρ is a positive log-linearization constant, and dy12

t+1 is the log

dividend price ratio. Since g12
t+1 and dy12

t+1 represent cash flows and discount rates separately in our

setting, the forecasting power of mt and µt for g12
t+1 and dy12

t+1 would point to a cash flow channel

or a discount rate channel. Accordingly, our study focuses on the following predictive regressions,

yt+1 = α +β1µt +β2mt +β3dy12
t + εt+1, y = dy12,g12. (34)

We construct dividend price ratio and dividend growth based on total market returns and market

returns with dividends. To avoid spurious predictability arising from seasonal components, divi-
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dends are calculated by twelve-month moving sums of dividends paid on the S&P 500 index (Ang

and Bekaert, 2007).

Table 8 reports the results. Both mt and µt display distinct patterns for cash flow and dis-

count rate predictability. µt significantly forecasts discount rates in whole sample period and low

regime, while the predictive power becomes less significant in high regime. Neither µt nor mt

can predict time variation in cash flow. The evidences are in favour of the view that aggregate

stock market predictability is derived from the time variation in discount rates (Fama and French,

1989; Cochrane 2008, 2011). Furthermore, we find discount rates can be predicted by mt in high

sentiment regime, supporting the implications in Campbell et al. (2010). The results suggests that

the cross-regime predictive ability of fundamental and non-fundamental variables appears to come

from the discount rate channel.

VI. Conclusion

The equity premium forecasting literature provides ample evidence of predictability for both

fundamental economic variables and non-fundamental variables, such as time-series momentum.

However, the forecasting performances of these two main categories of forecasting variables could

be affected significantly by the level of investor sentiment.

In this paper, we study the influence of investor sentiment on equity premium predictabil-

ity. Particularly, we separate the time periods into two regimes, one with relatively high investor

sentiment while the other with relatively low investor sentiment. With regime shifts in market

sentiment, we find a rotating role of fundamental and non-fundamental predictors in terms of

predictive strength across sentiment regimes. Namely fundamental predictors are preferable to

non-fundamental variables in periods of low sentiment while high sentiment periods largely favour

non-fundamental predictor. Our findings are broadly consistent with the implications of the theo-

ries of sentiment.

Firstly, a high level of market sentiment may weaken the predictive ability of ECON variables
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by distorting the fundamental link between the ECON variables and equity premium implied by

economic theories. Empirically, we find that the ECON variables indeed have strong predicting

power when the market sentiment is low while lose the forecasting power when investor sentiment

is high.

Secondly, a low level of market sentiment may weaken the predictive ability of NONFUND

variables by moderating the impact of behavioral elements (e.g., under-reaction and over-reaction).

In line with this argument, we find that although the predictability of NONFUND variables could

be strong when investor sentiment is high, their predictability tends to vanish away when investor

sentiment is low and behavioral actions have been moderated accordingly.

In addition, the high sentiment regime is much less often to occur compared to the low senti-

ment regime. We find that high (low) sentiment regime represents about 20% (80%) of the whole

sample. Consequently, although it seems that both ECON variables and NONFUND variables

can offer strong and sometimes comparable predictability as indicated by the current literature,

we provide a new finding suggesting that ECON variables could be a more prevalent force than

NONFUND variables in terms of predicting market returns.
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Figure 1. Time series of investor sentiment and high/low sentiment regime.

The top figure plots the estimated probability of sentiment being at high regime (solid blue line), and

the regime estimated based on median level (the red dots). The middle and bottom figures depict investor

sentiment index from 1965:07 to 2010:12. The shaded area in the middle figure is the high sentiment months

estimated by the regime switching approach while it is the high sentiment months estimated based on median

level in the bottom figure.
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Figure 2. Times series of business cycle and investor sentiment regimes.

This figure plots the NBER recession dummy and high/low investor sentiment regimes. The shaded area

is the high sentiment months estimated by the regime switching approach. The red dots represent NBER

recession dates. Sample period is from July 1965 to December 2010.
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Figure 3. Times series of combined fundamental predictor µt and combined non-fundamental predic-

tor mt .

Panel A of figure 3 plots the combined fundamental predictor µt constructed from 7 categories of

macroeconomic variables in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015). Panel B plots the combined non-fundamental

predictor mt extracted from 6 individual non-fundamental variables including three time series momentum

proxies, one anchoring variable and two moving average indicators. The shaded area in each panel is the

high sentiment months estimated by the regime switching approach. Sample period spans from July 1965

to December 2010.
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Figure 4. Weights of 7 individual macroeconomic predictors in the combined fundamental predictor

µt and weights of 6 individual non-fundamental variables in the combined non-fundamental predictor

mt .

Panel A, C and E plot weights of 7 individual macroeconomic predictors Fi, i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 in the

combined fundamental predictor µt during whole sample, high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime,

respectively. Panel B, D and F depict weights of 6 individual non-fundamental variables Mi, i= 1,2,3,4,5,6

in the combined non-fundamental predictor mt during whole sample, high sentiment regime and low senti-

ment regime, respectively. Sample period spans from July 1965 to December 2010.
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Figure 5. Correlations between predictors and equity premium as well as in sample predictive regres-

sion patterns.

The first three bars in Panel A (B) display correlations between the combined fundamental predictor µt

(the combined non-fundamental predictor mt) during whole sample (Bar ’whole’), high sentiment regime

(Bar ’high’) and low sentiment regime (Bar ’low’), respectively. The fourth bar in Panel A (B) depicts the

difference in correlations based on µt (mt) between high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime (Bar

’diff’). The first three bars in Panel C, E and G (Panel D, F and H) display coefficients, t-statistics and R

squares in percentage points of in-sample predictive regressions based on µt (mt) during whole sample (Bar

’whole’), high sentiment regime (Bar ’high’) and low sentiment regime (Bar ’low’), respectively. The fourth

bar in Panel C, E and G (Panel D, F and H) depicts the difference in coefficients, t-statistics and R squares

in percentage points based on µt (mt) between high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime (Bar ’diff’).

µt is constructed from 7 macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) whereas mt is

extracted from 6 non-fundamental variables including three time series momentum proxies, one anchoring

variable and two moving average indicators. Sample period spans from July 1965 to December 2010.
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Figure 6. Times series of in sample equity premium forecasts based on combined fundamental pre-

dictor µt and combined non-fundamental predictor mt .

This figure plots monthly equity premium forecasts (in percent). The shaded area in each panel is the

high sentiment months estimated by the regime switching approach. Sample period spans from July 1965

to December 2010. Panel A (B) depicts the forecasts for a predictive regression model with a constant

and the combined fundamental predictor µt (non-fundamental predictor mt) serving as regressor. Panel C

depicts the forecasts for a predictive regression model with a constant, the combined fundamental predictor

µt and the combined non-fundamental predictor mt taken together serving as regressors. µt is constructed

from 7 macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) whereas mt is extracted from 6

non-fundamental variables including three time series momentum proxies, one anchoring variable and two

moving average indicators.
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Table 1 Summary statistics
This table reports the summary statistics of the excess market return (the log return on the S&P 500 index in excess of the one-month T-bill

rate) and fundamental predictors during whole sample, high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime, respectively. Panel A presents the

mean (Mean), standard deviation (Std), the first-order autocorrelation (ρ(1)), minimum (Min), maximum (Max) and the monthly Sharpe ratio

(SR) of excess market return. Panel B presents the mean (Mean), standard deviation (Std), the first-order autocorrelation (ρ(1)), minimum

(Min), and maximum (Max) of the combined fundamental predictor µt constructed from 7 macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson

and Ng (2015). Panel C presents the mean (Mean), standard deviation (Std), the first-order autocorrelation (ρ(1)), minimum (Min), and

maximum (Max) of each of the 7 individual macroeconomic predictors Fi, i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 respectively, which represent 7 categories of

macroeconomic variables in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015): (1) output and income; (2) labour market; (3) housing; (4) consumption, orders

and inventories; (5) money and credit; (6) exchange rates; and (7) prices. Sharpe ratio is defined as the mean excess market return divided by its

standard deviation. High and low sentiment regimes are estimated based on a regime switching approach over the sample period 1965.07 to 2010.12.

Panel A: excess market return
Mean Std ρ(1) Min Max SR

whole 0.31 4.47 0.06 -24.84 14.87 0.07
high -0.07 4.41 0.10 -9.98 11.05 -0.02
low 0.41 4.48 0.05 -24.84 14.87 0.09

Panel B: µt

Mean Std ρ(1) Min Max
whole 0.00 1.00 0.86 -2.49 3.47
high 0.41 1.02 0.83 -1.86 2.59
low -0.11 0.97 0.86 -2.49 3.47

Panel C: individual macroeconomic predictor
Mean Std ρ(1) Min Max

F1
whole 0.00 1.00 0.89 -3.81 3.38
high -0.41 1.10 0.88 -2.51 3.38
low 0.11 0.94 0.88 -3.81 2.34
F2
whole 0.00 1.00 0.92 -3.38 2.78
high -0.54 1.10 0.92 -3.00 1.74
low 0.15 0.92 0.91 -3.38 2.78
F3
whole 0.00 1.00 -0.18 -3.93 3.27
high 0.06 1.13 -0.32 -3.93 2.57
low -0.02 0.96 -0.12 -3.07 3.27
F4
whole 0.00 1.00 0.95 -3.40 3.32
high -0.35 0.90 0.94 -2.19 1.92
low 0.09 1.00 0.95 -3.40 3.32
F5
whole 0.00 1.00 0.73 -5.57 7.78
high -0.07 0.58 0.65 -2.25 1.94
low 0.02 1.09 0.73 -5.57 7.78
F6
whole 0.00 1.00 0.31 -3.51 3.52
high 0.17 1.03 0.25 -3.51 2.65
low -0.04 0.99 0.32 -3.14 3.52
F7
whole 0.00 1.00 0.95 -3.00 2.22
high -0.32 0.93 0.95 -2.08 1.41
low 0.09 1.00 0.94 -3.00 2.22
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Table 2 Mispricing during high and low sentiment regimes
Panel A reports mispricing (alpha) during high and low sentiment regimes with the Carhart four-factor model
as:

rt+1 = αHIH,t +αLIL,t +β1MKTt+1 +β2SMBt+1 +β3HMLt+1 +β4WMLt+1 + εt+1

Panel B reports pricing error (alpha) in high and low sentiment periods based on Fama French three-factor
model as:

rt+1 = αHIH,t +αLIL,t +β1MKTt+1 +β2SMBt+1 +β3HMLt+1 + εt+1

rt+1 is one of the anomaly long-short strategy returns from Novy-Marx and Velikov (2016). IH is the high
sentiment regime indicator while IL is low sentiment regime dummy. The sample period is from 1965.08 to
2011.01 for all but Ohlsons O-score, return-on-book equity, failure probability and return-on-assets, whose
data starts from 1973.07. Combination is the simple average of all the individual anomalies. All t-statistics
are computed using White heteroskedasticity robust standard errors.

Panel A: Panel B:
Carhart four-factor model Fama French three-factor model

Anomaly αH t-stat αL t-stat αH t-stat αL t-stat
Gross Profitability 1.31 3.94 0.33 2.09 1.40 4.09 0.40 2.61
ValProf 1.62 5.00 0.19 1.33 1.55 4.88 0.13 0.98
Net Issuance (rebal.:A) 1.50 5.19 0.50 4.14 1.61 5.43 0.59 4.95
Asset Growth 0.25 0.90 0.07 0.48 0.30 1.09 0.11 0.79
Investment 0.55 2.32 0.29 1.90 0.63 2.64 0.35 2.38
Piotroski’s F-score 1.06 2.68 0.18 0.86 1.23 3.04 0.32 1.52
Asset Turnover 1.18 2.88 0.14 0.76 1.22 2.92 0.18 1.02
Gross Margins 1.04 4.32 0.30 2.29 0.98 4.19 0.25 1.97
Net Issuance (rebal.:M) 1.08 4.08 0.48 3.03 1.12 4.16 0.51 3.58
ValMomProf 1.70 6.44 0.44 2.85 2.57 5.89 1.12 5.21
Idiosyncratic Volatility 2.35 6.54 0.45 2.22 2.69 6.52 0.72 3.87
Beta Arbitrage 1.04 3.07 -0.18 -0.80 1.07 3.28 -0.15 -0.77
Short-run Reversals 1.18 2.30 0.35 1.44 0.75 1.38 0.01 0.05
Ohlson’s O-score 1.88 5.84 0.35 2.50 2.26 6.39 0.55 3.77
Return-on-book equity 1.85 3.71 0.65 2.95 2.40 4.27 0.94 4.06
Failure Probability 2.68 5.59 0.55 2.61 4.01 5.17 1.23 4.63
Return-on-assets 1.79 4.06 0.58 3.17 2.29 4.61 0.84 4.39
Combination 1.31 8.10 0.31 4.04 1.49 7.77 0.46 6.02
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Table 3 In-sample predictive regressions
Panel A (B) displays in-sample regression results based on individual macroeconomic (non-fundamental) predictors during whole sample, high
sentiment regime and low sentiment regime, respectively. We consider 7 individual fundamental predictors from 7 categories of macroeconomic
variables in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) in Panel A, and 6 individual non-fundamental predictors including three time series momentum
proxies, one anchoring variable and two moving average indicators in Panel B. Panel C presents in-sample regression results based on combined
fundamental predictor µt extracted from the 7 individual macroeconomic predictors, combined non-fundamental predictor mt extracted from 6
non-fundamental variables, as well as µt and mt taken together as predictors. Regression coefficients, Newey-West t-statistics (with a lag of 12), and
R2s in percentage points are reported. ∗,∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%,5% and 1% levels based on bootstrapped p-values, respectively.
High and low sentiment regimes are estimated based on a regime switching approach. Sample period spans from 1965.07 to 2010.12.

Panel whole high low whole high low whole high low whole high low
A F1t -0.20 0.08 -0.35

[-0.79] [0.25] [-1.09]
F2t -0.44∗∗ -0.57∗ -0.51∗∗

[-1.99] [-1.84] [-1.90]
F3t 0.45∗∗ 0.05 0.59∗∗

[2.01] [0.10] [2.39]
F4t -0.59∗∗∗ -0.34 -0.71∗∗∗

[-2.83] [-1.00] [-3.22]
R2 (%) 0.20 0.04 0.62 0.99 1.66 1.29 1.01 0.01 1.72 1.76 0.60 2.54

F5t -0.32 -0.06 -0.37
[-1.47] [-0.19] [-1.60]

F6t -0.20 -0.28 -0.16
[-1.13] [-0.72] [-0.79]

F7t -0.56∗∗∗ -0.74∗ -0.58∗∗∗

[-2.84] [-2.15] [-2.52]
R2 (%) 0.51 0.02 0.69 0.21 0.40 0.13 1.60 2.78 1.65

B M6
t 0.18 0.73∗∗∗ 0.01

[1.00] [3.17] [0.03]
M9

t 0.08 0.38∗∗ -0.04
[0.37] [1.76] [-0.14]

M12
t 0.16 0.21∗ 0.11

[0.73] [0.88] [0.37]
x̂52,t 0.34∗∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.22

[1.91] [2.31] [1.12]
R2 (%) 0.17 2.71 0.00 0.03 0.73 0.01 0.13 0.23 0.06 0.58 3.90 0.25

MA(1,9) 0.29∗ 0.88∗∗ 0.08
[1.38] [2.83] [0.28]

MA(1,12) 0.43∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.25
[1.99] [3.08] [0.87]

R2 (%) 0.41 4.00 0.03 0.95 4.41 0.30
C µt 0.71∗∗∗ 0.51 0.84∗∗∗ 0.72∗∗∗ 0.64∗ 0.83∗∗∗

[3.47] [1.59] [3.85] [3.95] [2.03] [3.88]
mt 0.36∗∗ 0.89∗∗∗ 0.18 0.38∗∗ 0.97∗∗∗ 0.13

[1.77] [3.27] [0.65] [1.68] [3.36] [0.43]
R2 (%) 2.51 1.36 3.52 0.65 4.07 0.15 3.23 6.13 3.61
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Table 4 Forecasting cross-sectional portfolios
This table displays in-sample regression results of forecasting ten size portfolio returns using combined
fundamental predictor µt and combined non-fundamental predictor mt together as predictors during
whole sample, high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime, respectively. µt is constructed from 7
macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) and mt is extracted from 6 individual
non-fundamental predictors including three time series momentum proxies, one anchoring variable and two
moving average indicators. Regression coefficients, Newey-West t-statistics (with a lag of 12), and R2s in
percentage points are reported. ∗,∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ indicate significance at the 10%,5% and 1% levels based
on bootstrapped p-values, respectively. High and low sentiment regimes are estimated based on a regime
switching approach. Sample period spans from 1965.07 to 2010.12.

Regimes µt mt R2 (%) Regimes µt mt R2 (%)

Small whole 1.24∗∗∗ 0.77∗∗∗ 4.73 Dec 6 whole 0.94∗∗∗ 0.34∗ 3.28
[4.66] [2.43] [4.17] [1.27]

high 1.45∗∗∗ 1.91∗∗∗ 11.37 high 1.02∗∗ 1.30∗∗∗ 7.42
[3.47] [3.12] [2.86] [2.91]

low 1.30∗∗∗ 0.36 4.28 low 1.04∗∗∗ -0.01 3.66
[3.98] [0.94] [3.76] [-0.04]

Dec 2 whole 1.18∗∗∗ 0.55∗∗ 3.79 Dec 7 whole 0.98∗∗∗ 0.42∗ 3.80
[4.52] [1.74] [4.24] [1.49]

high 1.26∗∗ 1.79∗∗∗ 9.54 high 0.96∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 6.85
[3.03] [3.31] [2.93] [2.72]

low 1.26∗∗∗ 0.13 3.75 low 1.09∗∗∗ 0.12 4.16
[3.72] [0.33] [3.92] [0.32]

Dec 3 whole 1.04∗∗∗ 0.42∗ 3.11 Dec 8 whole 0.87∗∗∗ 0.34∗ 3.15
[4.16] [1.39] [4.11] [1.29]

high 1.10∗∗ 1.51∗∗∗ 7.68 high 0.81∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 5.78
[2.89] [3.01] [2.44] [2.99]

low 1.13∗∗∗ 0.05 3.22 low 0.97∗∗∗ 0.06 3.53
[3.58] [0.12] [3.84] [0.17]

Dec 4 whole 1.01∗∗∗ 0.41∗ 3.17 Dec 9 whole 0.81∗∗∗ 0.35∗ 3.28
[4.08] [1.40] [4.00] [1.37]

high 1.10∗∗ 1.52∗∗∗ 8.29 high 0.68∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ 5.81
[3.03] [3.03] [2.33] [3.24]

low 1.10∗∗∗ 0.03 3.31 low 0.93∗∗∗ 0.09 3.81
[3.48] [0.07] [3.98] [0.25]

Dec 5 whole 0.98∗∗∗ 0.40∗ 3.21 Big whole 0.67∗∗∗ 0.39∗∗ 3.04
[4.05] [1.40] [3.67] [1.81]

high 1.03∗∗ 1.43∗∗∗ 7.87 high 0.53 0.93∗∗∗ 5.20
[2.68] [3.13] [1.60] [3.20]

low 1.08∗∗∗ 0.04 3.41 low 0.81∗∗∗ 0.15 3.56
[3.67] [0.10] [3.82] [0.52]
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Table 5 Robustness checks
Panel A presents in-sample regression results removing the Oil Shock recession of from year 1973 to year
1975 based on the combined fundamental predictor µt and combined non-fundamental predictor mt during
whole sample, high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime, respectively. µt is constructed from 7
macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) while mt is extracted from 6 individual
non-fundamental predictors including three time series momentum proxies, one anchoring variable and two
moving average indicators. High and low sentiment regimes are estimated based on a regime switching
approach. Panel B reports in-sample regression results based on µt and mt during whole sample, high
sentiment and low sentiment periods, respectively, where high and low sentiment periods are determined by
the median value of Baker and Wurgler sentiment index. We report in each panel the regression coefficients,
Newey-West t-statistics (with a lag of 12), and R2s in percentage points. ∗,∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate significance
at the 10%,5% and 1% levels based on bootstrapped p-values, respectively. Sample period spans from
1965.07 to 2010.12.

Panel A Panel B

whole high low whole high low

µt 0.54∗∗∗ 0.62∗ 0.58∗∗∗ 0.72∗∗∗ 0.70∗∗∗ 0.81∗∗∗

[3.30] [1.92] [3.29] [3.95] [2.68] [3.06]
mt 0.34∗ 0.97∗∗∗ 0.05 0.38∗∗ 0.82∗∗ -0.03

[1.45] [3.40] [0.17] [1.68] [2.39] [-0.13]
R2 (%) 1.97 6.29 1.80 3.23 4.13 4.38
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Table 6 Predictive regressions during expansions
Panel A (B) displays in-sample regression results during expansion period based on individual macroeconomic (non-fundamental) predictors. We
consider 7 individual fundamental predictors from 7 categories of macroeconomic variables in Jurado, Ludvigson and Ng (2015) in Panel A, and 6
individual non-fundamental predictors including three time series momentum proxies, one anchoring variable and two moving average indicators
in Panel B. Panel C presents in-sample regression results during expansions based on combined fundamental predictor µt extracted from the 7
individual macroeconomic predictors, combined non-fundamental predictor mt extracted from 6 non-fundamental variables, as well as µt and mt

taken together as predictors. We present in each panel results during whole expansion period, high sentiment times in expansion period and low
sentiment times in expansions, respectively. Regression coefficients, Newey-West t-statistics (with a lag of 12), and R2s in percentage points are
reported. ∗,∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ indicate significance at the 10%,5% and 1% levels based on bootstrapped p-values, respectively. High and low sentiment
regimes are estimated based on a regime switching approach.

Panel whole high low whole high low whole high low whole high low
A F1t -0.35∗ 0.36 -0.59∗∗∗

[-1.57] [0.60] [-3.40]
F2t -0.43∗∗ -0.40 -0.49∗∗∗

[-2.11] [-0.80] [-2.67]
F3t 0.08 -0.57∗ 0.25

[0.45] [-1.90] [1.25]
F4t -0.56∗∗∗ -0.41 -0.61∗∗∗

[-3.72] [-0.82] [-4.59]
R2 (%) 0.76 0.89 2.07 1.13 1.06 1.44 0.04 2.19 0.38 1.91 1.11 2.24

F5t 0.02 -0.02 0.02
[0.09] [-0.05] [0.09]

F6t -0.09 -0.41 -0.00
[-0.62] [-1.05] [-0.01]

F7t -0.52∗∗∗ -0.83∗∗ -0.49∗∗∗

[-3.35] [-2.82] [-3.04]
R2 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.12 0.00 1.64 4.67 1.45

B M6
t -0.05 0.96∗∗∗ -0.30

[-0.26] [3.63] [-1.53]
M9

t -0.13 0.69∗∗ -0.34∗

[-0.63] [2.16] [-1.58]
M12

t -0.04 0.39∗ -0.16
[-0.19] [1.23] [-0.69]

x̂52,t 0.11 0.24 0.06
[0.84] [0.68] [0.39]

R2 (%) 0.02 6.22 0.54 0.11 3.24 0.70 0.01 1.01 0.15 0.08 0.38 0.02
MA(1,9) -0.07 0.67∗ -0.26

[-0.33] [1.76] [-1.22]
MA(1,12) 0.17 0.86∗ -0.01

[0.72] [1.84] [-0.05]
R2 (%) 0.03 2.99 0.42 0.19 5.00 0.00

C µt 0.53∗∗∗ 0.28 0.62∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗ 0.11 0.68∗∗∗

[2.94] [0.63] [3.77] [2.49] [0.27] [3.46]
mt 0.06 0.80∗∗ -0.13 -0.05 0.77∗∗ -0.28

[0.29] [2.06] [-0.65] [-0.19] [1.78] [-1.21]
R2 (%) 1.73 0.53 2.30 0.02 4.27 0.11 1.75 4.35 2.74
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Table 7 Out-of-sample forecasting results
Part I (II) reports out-of-sample forecasting results using the first 1/3 (1/2) data as training sample. Panel
A (B) displays out-of-sample forecasting results based on the combined fundamental (non-fundamental)
predictor µt (mt). µt is constructed from individual macroeconomic predictors Fit , i = 1,2,3,4 while mt

is extracted from individual non-fundamental variables including time series momentum proxies M6
t and

M9
t , anchoring variable x̂52,t and moving average indicator MA(1,12). To reduce estimation errors, we

select individual predictors according to the weights of partial least squares analysis based on the training
period. Panel C reports out-of-sample forecasting results based on both µt and mt as predictors. We
specify results separately during whole sample period, high sentiment regime and low sentiment regime
in Panel A, B and C. Panel D presents results based on a shifting predictor which adopts mt during high
sentiment regime and switches to µt during low sentiment regime. R2

OS statistics in percentage points
are reported. High and low sentiment regimes are estimated based on a real-time regime switching approach.

(I) R2
OS (%) Panel A (µt) Panel B (mt) Panel C (µt&mt) Panel D

whole -1.49 -0.73 -1.76 0.97
high -5.00 1.46 -4.25
low 0.56 -1.44 -0.05

(II) whole -1.92 -0.76 -2.19 0.83
high -4.84 1.66 -2.90
low 0.59 -1.49 -0.01
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Table 8 Forecasting channel
Panel A (B) reports the results of forecasting dividend-price ratio dy12 (dividend growth g12) using the
combined fundamental predictor µt and combined non-fundamental predictor mt together as regressors.
We specify results separately during whole sample period, high sentiment regime and low sentiment
regime in each panel. Regression coefficients, Newey-West t-statistics (with a lag of 12), and R2s in
percentage points are reported. ∗,∗∗ and ∗ ∗ ∗ indicate significance at the 10%,5% and 1% levels based
on bootstrapped p-values, respectively. dy12 is considered as a proxy for discount rate while g12 is
considered as cash flow proxy. µt is constructed from 7 macroeconomic categories in Jurado, Ludvigson
and Ng (2015). mt is extracted from 6 individual non-fundamental predictors including three time series
momentum proxies, one anchoring variable and two moving average indicators. High and low sentiment
regimes are estimated based on a regime switching approach. Sample period spans from 1965.07 to 2010.12.

dy12 Regimes β1 β2 R2

whole -0.78∗∗∗ -0.33∗ 98.91
[-4.40] [-1.55]

high -0.56∗∗ -0.79∗∗∗ 99.41
[-2.49] [-2.48]

low -0.89∗∗∗ -0.12 98.63
[-4.17] [-0.40]

g12 Regimes β1 β2 R2

whole -0.08 0.09∗ 0.74
[-1.14] [1.33]

high 0.06 0.01 5.68
[0.73] [0.11]

low -0.08 0.06 0.33
[-0.92] [0.76]
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